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Weight Watchers  Includes fresh SmartPoints values, details on SmartPoints, and updated
recipes.Information! Weight Watchers® understands the secrets for pairing good nutrition with great
flavor. plus numerous guidelines and techniques. Try fresh favorites like Cremini Mushrooms with Quinoa
and Thyme or Swiss Chard au Gratin, or family members standbys like Buttermilk-Blueberry Corn
Muffins and Sicilian Sausage-Stuffed Pizza. Reflecting the existing trends in meals, this edition boasts
new chapters on Appetizers and Drinks, featuring a no-cook cocktail party; Little Plates, for creating tapas
for light meals; Foods from the Grill, filled with grilling information; With an increase of than 60 color
photos, this is the book to help make everyone more healthy and happier. From hearty breakfasts to
flavorful dinners, discover new recipes that rely on lean meats, whole grains, and fresh produce.
20-Minute Main Meals, including shopping and streamlining information;New Complete Cookbook, 5th
Edition, Completely Updated with SmartPoint™
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Quality Cookbook The cookbook is come up with really well. Save your money I was disappointed by this
book. The dishes don't appear labor intensive and the substances are easily found in any supermarket.
Additionally, it has ideas for substitutions within most of the dishes and the number of factors that entails.
The desserts are SO good and you may whip most of them up very quickly. SmartPoints Values Don't
Match the WW Online Calculator I purchased this cookbook since it promotes the fact that the brand new
SmartPoints are calculated for every recipe. But I would like to make healthier meals so I browse the
reviews and bought this cookbook.. Almost all of the recipes greatly underestimate the amount of
SmartPoints predicated on what the WW Recipe Builder, or Food Adder says it is. This qualified prospects
to dilemma and doubt. sadly the print edition is hard to learn! Helpful cooking tips Good Personally i
think like they're trying too much here. Very glad I bought this.I've had friends over and they no idea that
their meals are lower in calorie consumption at all. Interestingly, there is enough of blank white space by
the end of most recipes in which a photo would suit nicely. You won't regret this purchase. MISSING
PAGES !where is the remaining book? not a complete publication - missing the last few pages on the
book MISSING PAGES!!.. However, what is worse is that practically none of the dishes, once entered,
match the calculated SmartPoints detailed in the book!. Save your money and utilize the recipes from the
website. Save your money and just search the internet..!.This book itself is nice, but the index only goes
from A through R..! I actually am really enjoying cooking with this cookbook. A lot of ideas for snack
foods, meals, desserts, etc. I was hoping that it would have a few of the popular quality recipes from the
Weight Watchers website, but they were not there. I looked at all the quality recipes when the reserve
arrived and I haven't opened it once again since.. Online WW dishes are better. The dishes aren't overly
included. I'm not really a great make. The recipes are AMAZING! However, non-e of the recipes in this
publication are loaded in to the WW app, and that means you have to manually create the recipe anytime
you cook something from this book. Grouped by salads, poultry, beef, sides, vegetarian, dessert, etc. I
stocked up on ingredients and I am working. And, alas, it's paying off! My family raved tonight about the
Poultry and Vegetables with Roasted Garlic Sauce and the Eggplant? Parmesan Stacks. Fantastic. I
received the cookbook four days ago and I've currently made 4-5 quality recipes, from main dishes to
sides to dessert. They aren't those simple "4 ingredients and 10 minutes" recipes, but they aren't tough,
either. Very, very tasty food. I was scared that the flavor would be lacking, but no such issue. Nicely
organized book, aswell. I'm thrilled! Book is not coordinated with the WW app I wish these dishes were
synced with the app. Good Food, But Lacks Photos This book has good recipes, but sadly, pictures seem
to be lacking for some recipes. Worse, after I entered the recipe manually, I came across that this dish,
listed as 5 Smart Points per portion in the reserve, was tallied as 8 Smart Points per portion in the
app--which is of course what keeps track of one's daily Smart Factors allotment. Anyone who knows
food, they understand that the presentation (photo) can be half the enticement. You should buy this book!
I'm very strike and miss (just ask my husband and kids). Want the publisher paid more attention. It
provides excellent and tasty quality recipes and I under no circumstances feel deprived - quite contrary.
The images are gorgeous; the quality recipes are easy to get ready. I'm loving experimenting with all the
awesome stuff that's in it. On the downside, I feel like each and every recipe in this publication has
ingredients that I must go purchase because I don't normally maintain them readily available. I tried
"poultry with dates and olives," and it was tasty--but the app will not seem to know this recipe is present.
The vegetarian lasagna is definitely to die for! Completely, this is a quality addition to my cookbook
selection and helpful for anyone, like me, following the Weight Watchers plan. Honest Reviewer Highly
recommend. It isn't a deal-breaker--the Smart Points are a little random anyway--but I expected more
precision from a program that emphasizes how important it really is to scrupulously monitor your intake.
Awesome Great cookbook VERY hard to navigate This is really not well-organized at all. It really is
tremendously hard to use - the index is difficult to discover. I am most likely likely to put this apart and



look for a cookbook that's more reliable.!! also unfortunately this is a great source of recipies if you are
doing pounds watchers. In support of the book, the recipes I've tried from the "20-Minute Main Meals"
chapter have been very tasty. On the positive part, it's well organized and has the info you need about
each recipe for the WW plan. Points are given for each recipe so you know wherever you stand. I wish
they would do a book of great, healthy food with an increase of basic "normal" ingredients. Five Stars
great Five Stars Great cookbook Not useful I have gotten little use out of this book. This Cookbook is
Producing Me Very Happy Oh my, this is heading great. One problem is that so many recipes call for
vinegar or lemon, my total least favorite tastes. Some dishes have the certainly irritating ingredient; the
call for like 1/8 tsp of some spice that is no where you can be found in this Midwest county of 100,000
people..
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